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PITTSBURGH LIFE SCIENCES GREENHOUSE ADDS NEW PORTFOLIO CLIENT TO INCUBATOR CAMPUS 
Firm Kicks Off New Year with Continued Commitment to Advancing Region’s Life Sciences 

 
PITTSBURGH, Pa. – January 26, 2015 – Pittsburgh Life Sciences Greenhouse (PLSG), 
western Pennsylvania’s only pure life sciences investment firm, announced today that it has 
added RenovaCare Inc. (OTCQB: RCAR), a new portfolio client, to its incubator campus.  
 
“PLSG is dedicated to helping propel our portfolio companies towards their end goals of 
getting their products to market,” said John W. Manzetti, President and CEO of PLSG. “We 
are excited to add RenovaCare to our incubator campus and look forward to providing our 
expertise to help advance their business and bring more patient-centric solutions to 
market.” 
 
RenovaCare, Inc. is a biotechnology company focused on creating therapies that use a 
patient's own stem cells for the regeneration of human organs. Their products under 
development, which include the CellMist™ System and the patented SkinGun™, work 
together to heal burns and serious skin wounds quickly and naturally. Recently, the 
company’s products were featured on the National Geographic Channel.  
 
“We’re grateful for the support of PLSG staff and management, who have been especially 
helpful to our efforts in Pittsburgh,” said Mr. Thomas Bold, President and CEO of 
RenovaCare.  “The PLSG campus is an environment where entrepreneurs, scientists, 
business expertise and corporate finance come together. It’s little wonder that so many 
innovative biotechnology ventures fostered at PLSG have flourished.” 
 
In addition to portfolio client news, PLSG leadership will showcase their commitment to 
advancing the life sciences industry in western Pennsylvania when they meet with newly 
elected government officials at the end of the month in Harrisburg for a biotech education 
session for Pennsylvania legislators.   
 
“Pennsylvania’s three Life Sciences Greenhouses (LSGs) have great news to share on the 
state of the life sciences industry,” said Manzetti. “LSG portfolio companies have brought 
more than 175 life-saving technologies into the market, helping save lives and provide 
better patient care globally. In addition, more than $3 million in private follow-on funding 
has been brought into the Commonwealth, leveraging state dollars more than 38 to one. 
Because of this, thousands of high-paying jobs have been created and retained. We certainly 
look forward to meeting with key officials to share these updates and our vision for the 
future of life sciences in the Commonwealth.” 
 
Specifically from the PLSG, more than $20 million has been directly invested into 76 
companies, which has leveraged $1 billion in follow on capital. In addition, PLSG portfolio 
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companies have brought more than 120 products into the market and have created and 
retained more than 2,000 jobs in western Pennsylvania, while affecting another 14,000 jobs.  
 
For more information about Pittsburgh Life Sciences Greenhouse, please visit 
www.plsg.com or call 412-201-7370. 
 
About Pittsburgh Life Sciences Greenhouse (PLSG) (www.plsg.com) 
The PLSG invests in and supports the growth of biosciences companies in Western 
Pennsylvania. PLSG has a track record of excellence when it comes to attracting and growing 
life sciences companies in the region. Since its inception in 2001, PLSG has assisted more than 
420 life sciences companies and has helped create or retain more than 2,200 jobs and affect 
another 14,000 jobs in Western Pennsylvania. Thirty-four companies have been provided with 
office or laboratory space and 13 have been relocated to Pittsburgh from outside of the region. 
In addition, the PLSG has invested directly and indirectly more than $20 million in 76 
companies, which has leveraged nearly $1 billion in additional capital to the region. 
 
About RenovaCare, Inc. (www.renovacareinc.com) 
 
RenovaCare, Inc. is a biotechnology company focused on developing first-of-their-kind 
autologous (self-donated) stem cell therapies for the regeneration of human organs. Its 
flagship technology, the CellMist™ System, uses its patented SkinGun™ to spray a suspension of 
a patient’s stem cells – the CellMist™ Solution – onto wounds. In investigative clinical use in the 
United States, SkinGun™ treatments have shown the potential to naturally and rapidly heal 
burns and other serious wounds. The CellMist™ System is a promising new alternative for 
patients suffering from burns, chronic and acute wounds, and scars. In the US alone, this $45 
billion market is greater than spending on high-blood pressure management, cholesterol 
treatments, and back pain therapeutics. 
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